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John Nearon spent 18 years in the 
coatings industry, developing, marketing and 
implementing application specific Coatings 
Process Solutions to manufacturers throughout 
North America, Western Europe and Mexico. He 
had consulted and provided sales engineering 
to a wide variety of clients including ABB, 
Amcast Automotive, American Woodmark, 
Chrysler, The Ford Motor Company and 
General Motors among others.

Then he learned about wood restoration. 
His neighbor, Todd Forth, owned a wood 
restoration company and John not only liked 
the restoration process, he saw potential in the 
industry. In 2004, John decided to join forces 
with Todd as Exterior Wood Restorations, Inc., 
but under one condition: John insisted they 
develop their own wood preservation products.

Specifically, John wanted to come up with a 
wood preservative that was durable, effective, 
easy to apply, and environmentally friendly. 
“We needed to create a product that would 
represent the warranty that we were offering 
our customers,” he explained. “We also needed 
a product that would not only last a long time, 
but look beautiful in the process.”

It took around three years of trial and error 
in the laboratory, but they eventually developed 
a product that did everything they wanted it to 
do. It became exclusive product line for Exterior 
Wood Restoration’s projects throughout 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky and Ohio.

 “We designed the product for our wood 

restoration business – period. 
We never intended to sell our 
products to anyone else,” John 
explained. 

But people started asking for 
it. “At that point, we were faced 
with a dilemma. Do we tell them 
they have to use our services if 
they wanted their new fence to 
match the deck we sealed last 
year, or do we provide them 
with the product?” John and 
Todd decided to sell them the 
product, and that’s how Timber 
Ox Green was introduced onto 
the market. 

About Timber Ox Green
Timber Ox Green is unique in that it is 

castor-oil based, rather than mineral oil based, 
meaning it is an agriculturally renewable oil-
based stain. This allows it to deeply penetrate 
the wood, provide exceptional UV protection, 
and have a three year guarantee on horizontal 
surfaces and a five year warranty on vertical 
surfaces. It also exceeds all state and federal 
VOC EPA standards, which allows it to be sold 
in all 50 states. 

Timber Ox Green can be used as both an 
interior and exterior stain that beautifies and 
protects wood surfaces. “We also formulated so 
that it’s easy to apply and inhibits lap marks,” 
John added. “It enhances the natural grain 
of the wood and restores life to old damaged 
wood.”

While the Timber Ox Green line began with 
a wood restoration product line, they have also 
introduced a line of concrete and masonry 
sealers. The design of the Timber Ox Green 
Timber Ox® Green Concrete and Masonry 
Sealer applies the same principles as the wood 
sealer, providing a bio-based, deep penetrating, 
film forming wet look or satin finished sealer. 
These products can be used on concrete, 
brick, tile, stucco, pavers, flagstone, driveways, 
garage floors, granite, marble, travertine and 
cementaceous materials.

Joining the PWNA
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the market, John read about the Power Washer 
of North America’s Annual Convention and 
decided to take part – both as an exhibitor and 
a contractor. He attended his first meeting 
in 2008 in Chicago, where he not only made 
new contacts for his product line, he gained 
valuable knowledge for his wood restoration 
business as well. 

John joined the PWNA Board of Directors 
in 2010, where he currently serves as Vice 
President. He also teaches the PWNA’s Wood 
Restoration Certification Course.

“It’s a pretty intensive, detailed course, and 
I enjoy not only teaching others about wood 
restoration, but also keeping myself sharp on 
the topic by going over the ins and outs again, 
and again, and again,” John added. “That has 

also helped me be better in my own wood 
restoration company.”

From John’s unique perspective, joining the 
PWNA has definitely been a beneficial move 
for him personally. “Joining the PWNA has 
opened many new doors for Exterior Wood 
Restorations,” John explained. “I’ve developed 
a number of strong friendships, gotten ideas 
for new ways to grow my contracting business, 
and had a network of peers to call on when 
something unusual came up and I needed 
some help. It’s been a wonderful resource 
for me personally in both my contractor and 
distributor business.”

To learn more about Timber Ox Green, visit 
their website: www.TimberOxGreen.com.

Timber Ox Green has several unique traits:
• BIO-BASED Formulation
• Unique Nano Particle UV Sunscreen which contains nano-sized, 

transparent, titanium dioxide as a sunscreen to prevent ultraviolet 
light damage to the wood.

• Exclusive Triple Polymer Protection - Unique to Timber Ox® 
Green acrylic, urethane and polyester formula: Three resins in one 
extend the product life and are non-yellowing and fade resistant with 
exceptional water resistance and weatherability. 

• Powerful anti-oxidant formula: Protects against oxidation and 
resultant cracking and degradation of base resins.

• High performance anti-mold, mildew & algae formulation: 
Exceptional mold, mildew and algae resistance.

• Transparent iron oxide pigments: Highlight and protect the 
natural warmth and beauty of wood.

• Castor bean, citrus, soy, and corn oil formula: Castor bean, 
citrus, soy, and corn oils are wood loving, natural, renewable, 
agricultural carrier oils with exceptional heat resistance and 
durability which protects wood fibers creating a water resistant 
barrier.

• Non-ozone producing & non-ozone depleting formulation: Timber 
OX does not create ozone (smog) or deplete upper atmosphere ozone.

Timber Ox® Green’s environmental performance has been 
measured to be 0.0067 (using the BEES life cycle assessmen testing 
sytem), which is extremely low for an oil-based stain.
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Click any item for more details

Rust Remover Plus™
Rust Remover Plus™ is a perfect choice 
for removing tough oil and rust stains 
from concrete and exposed aggregate 
surfaces. Just spray it onto dry concrete 
with a pump up garden or chemical 
sprayer and watch the rust and oil stains 
disappear. After a a 5 to 10 minute dwell 
time, you can pressure wash the area with 
a 40 degree tip. Rust Remover Plus™ will 
brighten the concrete as it dries. 

SPRAY TIPS
Newsletter

TMTM

Our Spray Tips Newsletter is packed 
with tips to help you build your busi-
ness. Topics include tips for business 
management, marketing, equipment 
selection, and best practices for 
increased efficiency. 
Sign up at: www.PowerWash.com

R-202 Concrete Cleaner
Cleans heavy grease, oil and scuff marks 
from unpainted concrete, brick, stone, 
and other alkaline water safe hard sur-
faces. USDA authorized for use in meat, 
egg, dairy food packing and processing 
plants. One 50 pound box makes 200 gal. 
of solution

Elite Graffiti Remover (1 Gal)
Penetrates and loosens spray paint graf-
fiti and allows for easy removal of the 
graffiti from masonry, brick, concrete, 
stone, mild steel, stainless steel, painted 
surfaces, and wood surfaces.

V-502-C Grease and Grime Remover for Concrete(*)
A perfect choice for when you need to penetrate and route out heavy grease, soil and grime on parking lots,
dumpster pads, drive thrus, and other high traffic concrete areas. 

“V-502 is a really great cleaner to have in your arsenal.  We have used it with pretty great success on oil stains and tire marks 
and have found it to not only clean, but also brighten significantly!”
                                                                          Curt Kempton - 5StarWindowCare.com

(*) Denotes $27.00 shipping surcharge by UPS. 

New

The Soft Wash in a Box is built in a heavy duty locking aluminum box for protection against the weather 
and theft.  The unit uses a powerful 12 volt Flojet Pentaflex pump that will pump up to 7 GPM at 80 PSI,  
a heavy duty corrosion resistant on/off switch, and a breaker to protect electrical components.  A chemical 
resistant three way polypropylene flow valve is used to control flow through your system. The system can 
be ordered with one or two tanks. 

A single tank system allows the user to pump concentrated cleaning agents from their original containers 
directly to the systems blending tank, and redirect flow from the hose reel back to the blending tank to 
agitate the mix. 

A double tank system allows the user to pump concentrated cleaning agents from the original container 
directly to one of the two tanks. Then redirect the flow from the tank containing the concentrate to the 
mixing tank. This eliminates the need to make multiple trips back to the shop to get a blend for each job. 
It also reduces the amount of liquid on the truck, so that blends can be made at the job site by just adding 
water. 

Soft Wash in a Box™ Complete System

Colt

FLOJET Accumulator Tank

• 12 volt, 7 GPM, 80 PSI, Flojet 
diaphragm pump with a maxi-
mum temperature of 160º F. 

• Water tight battery box
• 10”x16” aircraft grade aluminum frame 
• ½” x 24” PVC Wand
• VJ-0080B Brass Nozzle
• ¾” x 225’ Rubber Hose
• Clear Vinyl Tubing with a mesh filter screen.

This valve is ideal for any application 
where it is necessary to control the level 
of fluid. 
• No exterior moving parts
• Resistant to freezing
• Installs in seconds
• No float ball
• High volume
• Rust-proof

• 12 volt, 100 PSI diaphragm pump 
with a max temp of 140°F.

• JA-8000 Soft Wash Gun
• 1/2’”x 24” PVC Wand
• 1/4” stainless steel quick coupler socket
• 4  1/4” stainless steel quick coupler plugs
• Four V-Jet Nozzles 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º
• 200’ of 5/8”  poly braid hose
• 50 mesh filter screen

The FLOJET Accumulator Tank gives you 
the best of both worlds! High flow when you 
need it and the ability to restrict the flow for 
sensitive situations.
When the pump starts, liquid enters the reservoir compressing 
the bladder until the maximum pressure for the pressure switch 
is reached then the pump shuts off. Pump stays off until the mini-
mum pressure is reached. Then pump turns on, reducing cycling 
leading to longer switch and pump life.

Mustang

Hudson Float Valve

New Products at PowerWash.com

Our Soft Wash Machines are Contractor TESTED & Contractor APPROVED!™ 
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